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A round-up of the latest news from the LM TOM
• Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: we have come a long way
• Bronek Masojada on the importance of using PPL from
submission to renewal
• Just do it, once. Ian Fantozzi urges the market to get on
board with DA SATS
• Willis Towers Watson: great strides forward in adopting
PPL

• Delegated Authority takes centre stage with marketfocused events
• Market Business Glossary update supports ACORD
messaging standards for coverholder reporting
• CSRP videos available on how to Process Simultaneous
Reinstatements using the eSP
• Hiscox live with Web Connectivity SDC solution

• Join a market discussion on how PPL is impacting the
future of the London Market

Click on the ‘Read more’ links below for the full stories.

LM TOM talks to the market
Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: we have come a long way
The market has undergone a seismic change in its ability to make London an
easier place to do business, says Shirine in her final blog. » Read more

Bronek Masojada on the importance of using PPL
from submission to renewal
Every day we get closer to becoming the world’s first insurance market
where the majority of risks are placed electronically but to get the full
benefit of PPL it must be used fully, says the CEO of Hiscox and Chair of
PPL. » Read more

Just do it, once
Ian Fantozzi, COO of Beazley and Market Sponsor of the Delegated Authority
solution of LM TOM, urges the market to get on board with DA SATS and reap
the rewards of a more efficient process. » Read more

The market talks to LM TOM
Willis Towers Watson: great strides forward in adopting
PPL
Willis Towers Watson has made great strides forward in using electronic ways
to place business and adopt PPL. Tony Moore, Technical and Operational
Practices Manager at Willis Towers Watson, explains more about the firm’s
approach. » Read more

London Market TOM Solutions
LM TOM Solutions update
Each month we report on the progress of LM TOM’s core Solutions as we
continue on our mission to make London an easier and more cost-effective
place to do business. » Read more

Placing Platform Limited

Delegated Authority

Join a market discussion on how PPL is
impacting the future of the London
Market
Hosted by Bronek Masojada, CEO, Hiscox,
and Chair of Placing Platform Limited
(PPL), the events will also include senior
representation from PPL and the market
associations. Join one of the sessions in
April and find out more about how
electronic placement is impacting the
future of our market.

Delegated Authority takes centre stage
with market-focused events
Around a third of Lloyd’s business comes
from coverholders, with almost 4,000
coverholders worldwide and 400 claims
TPAs. A series of recent events hosted by
the LM TOM showcased a joined-up view
of the systems and processes that are
modernising the DA process and
supporting practitioners.
» Read more

» Read more
Data Integration
Common Services Refresh Programme
CSRP videos available on how to Process
Simultaneous Reinstatements using the
eSP
The CSRP videos, listed below, provide
training guides on how to Process
Simultaneous Reinstatements using the
electronic Submission Portal (eSP).
» Read more

Market Business Glossary update supports
ACORD messaging standards for
coverholder reporting
The Market Business Glossary (MBG) has
released a number of ACORD Message
Library (AML) and Property & Casualty
(P&C) reference data sets in partnership
with ACORD. The Delegated Authority
focused sets support ACORD Messaging
Standards for coverholder reporting.
» Read more

Structured Data Capture
Hiscox live with Web Connectivity SDC
solution
Specialist global insurer Hiscox is live with
the Web Connectivity (WCL) SDC solution.
» Read more
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